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Abstract. Web search is a frequent activity on Internet connected devices, yet 
still a nuisance when user is using a mobile device, taking into consideration 
their limited keypad and screen, and that search results could be mostly 
irrelevant for the user needs given its mobile context. When in move, the user 
needs an efficient way to introduce query terms and receive more precise 
information. We propose a Context Model to represent the context-aware 
information, which will be used to offer a better word recommendation and an 
autocompletion system to improve the user experience. This Context Model 
uses ontologies and a thesaurus to support a word recommender system that 
enhances the typing task and takes into account the user’s context and device 
characteristics. 
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1   Introduction 

Web pages are virtually the most useful and known Internet service, essentially 
because it brings the users an enormous volume of any kind of information. An usual 
way to find that information within this sea of possibilities is through the use of web 
search services like Google1, Yahoo2 and Altavista3. 

On the other hand, modern mobile devices have evolved in their screen size, 
processing power and connectivity possibilities, transforming them into a powerful 
Internet access device, consequently bringing the web search capacities to the palm of 
our hands. 

There were near to 4 billion cellular subscribers around the world in early 20094 
this implies a big potential market for Internet services for mobile users. Recent 
studies [1] reveal that web search will become a meaningful tool for those mobile 
users in the next years. Some Nokia’s strategic research is related to mobile 
applications and services, with convergence between cell phones and computers in 
mind as a main issue for the next 5 to 10 years. 

                                                           
1 Google, http://www.google.com 
2 Yahoo, http://www.yahoo.com 
3 Altavista, http://www.altavista.com 
4 3G Americas, http://www.3gamericas.org 
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Mobile web search represents a different paradigm in front of desktop search. 
When in a mobile environment, users need a time and cost efficient web search as 
well as obtaining significant results taking into account the context that surrounds 
him, all in a limited-interface device with a higher bandwidth cost. 

One important challenge to improve the web search for a proper mobile user 
experience is related to the mobile device interface and input method, because of most 
of actual devices have a 9 or 12 key keypad, and only a minority of them include a 
full physical or virtual keypad. 

An intelligent interface that helps users to write fewer letters with a recommender 
or autocompletion system is a desirable component on limited keyboard devices [2]. 
If these recommendations also consider context information, the recommended words 
will be more precise and effective. For example, a recommender system will not 
propose at first place the term “snowboard” when user is at the beach or in summer 
time. 

To solve this issue, we propose to use a Context Model which includes context 
information by means of an ontologies and a thesaurus use. This model creates and 
manages the user and device profiles which consist of environmental data like time 
and place, user preferences, device capabilities description, etc. 

We incorporate this Context Model to a working prototype which also includes a 
user interface designed specifically for mobile devices which considers their 
limitations of screen and keypad. The use of ontologies and a thesaurus help us to 
offer better results according to our main objective in our recommendation system. 
The ontologies let us model the spatial, temporal, user dependent and device 
capabilities concepts easily. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background 
and related work regarding web search on mobile devices, mobile context-aware 
ontologies, personalization and recommender systems. The detailed description of 
MYMOSE Project5 can be found in section 3. Section 4 includes our conclusions and 
the guidelines for future work. 

2   Related work 

There are many research and developments related to context-aware sensitive web 
search, studies from various points of view but the vast majority of the efforts have 
been based on desktop environments. Therefore, the environment of mobile devices is 
less explored than its desktop counterpart. However, there is some previous research 
related to web search enhancement and personalization on mobile devices. 

Major search engines as Google and Yahoo offer a mobile version that, in some 
cases, includes some autocompletion and word recommendations, most of them based 
on their gathered knowledge of general previous searches. 

There are some proposals which include an ontological user profile [3] and even 
define a context model to determine user’s interests [4] or re-rank search results 

                                                           
5 MyMoSe Project, http://mymobilesearch.morfeo-project.org/mymobilesearch/lng/es 
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according to the profile created while the user is surfing the web [5] [6], but 
essentially they consider desktop users only.  

Focusing on the mobile environment, there is previous research related to web 
search. Some proposals already uses ontologies to represent user profile [7], others 
include some context elements [8] but usually limited to the geographic location. 
Some others approaches use ontologies to create clusters of results [9]. There are 
other works which deal with word recommendation and autocompletion [2] on mobile 
devices, but they rarely include the ontology knowledge. 

Also, there is a newer propose for a standardized mobile ontology [10], but it is 
focused on mobile services instead the web search, so it does not include elements 
relevant to obtain better search results like the context-aware approach. 

This previous efforts attack the problem from different points of view, but they do 
not include a complete delivery context definition; typically it is used to model the 
user profile, create a limited context definition or it is used to re-rank results, but it 
does not include all of this information in one solution. Very few take into account the 
mobile devices characteristics and the entire environment definition including kind of 
place, weather or date and time. 

3   Context-aware Framework 

MyMoSe Project was developed by a collaboration between the GRINBD research 
group of the University of Valladolid and Telefónica I+D. The main idea of this 
venture was to develop tools to provide an enhanced web search which bring to 
mobile users a new experience. 

There are two main parts in our approach; the first one is related to the page 
analysis: crawling, geo-referencing, indexing and ranking. The second component is 
associated to the mobile environment, offering to the user a web search interface 
which provides easy to use features like thesaurus-based word recommender, basic 
context manage and finally a distance and device clustered results (Figure 1). It’s on 
the second part where the ontologies are a fundamental support and it will be the 
focus of our work. 

 
Fig. 1. Search and interface System 
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We propose a system based in a semantic context-aware framework, which helps 
the user to build personalized search queries by means of an autocompletion 
mechanism. Typically, a mobile user will mainly need information related to the 
entertainment and leisure when in outdoors situation, so we have focused this research 
effort to the web search of associated terms. 

It’s on this second stage when the delivery context is defined and where the user 
can find helpful elements to construct a better search query trying to obtain better 
results. Moreover, these results will be classified according to different characteristics 
related to relevance, user needs, distance and page device readiness capability, all 
within a basic, easy to use and device specially adapted interface. 

According to the World Wide Web Consortium6, the delivery context is defined as 
a set of attributes that characterizes the capabilities of the access mechanism, the 
preferences of the user and other aspects of the context into which a web page is to be 
delivered. 

To model all the attributes required by our system, we have used ontologies and a 
thesaurus to create a formal representation of the Context Model.  This can be layered 
into three levels which differences the attributes or properties: 
• Directly Fetched Properties. These are properties that can be automatically 

gathered from context information sources. For example, the location 
coordinates obtained from a GPS device, the date, the time, etc. 

• Derived Properties. These are “implicit” properties that can be inferred or 
calculated from fetched properties. They constitute an abstraction layer on top of 
the directly fetched properties layer. For example, the name of the country and 
region, taking into account the location coordinates provided by a GPS, or the 
season of the year depending of the date, whether it is day or night from the date 
and time, etc. 

• Application-Specific Properties. Applications might define or redefine additional 
properties on top of the basic layers by using their own rules, as long as they 
ensure formal consistency. 

 
Our Context Model is completed with the definition of classes, properties and their 

relationships; allowing to define the fundamental information required to obtain better 
web search results in a mobile environment. As a result we define as basic elements 
of context-aware web searches: the contextual information about the user and his 
preferences, the device and its capacities; and the environment information like date, 
time, weather and place (Figure 2). 

This is represented through semantic elements, as described below: 
• User Profile. Contains all the implicit and explicit properties related to the user 

and his circumstances. 
• Device and Browser. This is a set of properties that describe the characteristics 

of the user’s device and web browser. 
• Geospatial Context. Model the user’s geographical situation in order to provide 

better matched results according to the user’s location. 
• Environmental Conditions. These are properties that model the surrounding 

environment. 
                                                           

6 W3C’s Delivery Context Overview for Device Independence, http://www.w3.org/TR/di-dco 
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• Date and Time. Time and date are fundamental properties when dealing with 
context-awareness. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Context Model 

 
User Profile. This contains basic information about the user in a FOAF7 extension 
model and based on existing semantic definitions of a person in sources like WordNet 
ontologies. 

A significant usage for the User Profile is the possibility to store basic user 
interests, such as like and dislike features, both implicit and explicit. The user 
interface provides some options that are stored in his profile that could be selected by 
the user. 

 
Device and Browser. Device and browser qualification regarding with its display 
capabilities is solved by separating the different delivery contexts possible in a few 
classes. Pages are classified based on their structural contents to identify their 
displaying requirements. These combined elements provide a match between the best 
adapted content from the results and the device qualification. 

The W3C’s Mobile Web Initiative Working Group8 has defined the best practices 
that should be followed by a web page author to obtain a minimal functional user 
experience, this is represented with their mobileOK Basic scheme; we take this 
scheme as a baseline and use it as a Default Delivery Context, then we have defined 
classes above and below for classification purpose. 

Previous research and experiments [11] have advised us to divide these classes in 
the following six different sets of delivery context characteristics: 
• Legacy: Legacy voice-intended devices with a WML1 microbrowser and 

WBMP image support. 
• Under DDC: Old feature phones with very basic, entry-level XHTML-MP 1.0 

and W-CSS support and no (or very limited) colored image support. 
• DDC: W3C’s Default Delivery Context, the baseline class. It represents typical 

feature phones with fair XHTML-MP 1.0, W-CSS and colored image support, 
no table support and no scripting capabilities. 

                                                           
7 FOAF Vocabulary Specification, http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/ 
8 W3C’s Mobile Web Initiative Working Group, http://www.w3.org/Mobile/ 
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• Over DDC: This class corresponds to smart phones or feature phones that 
include a mobile web browser with excellent XHTML-MP (1.0 and over), W-
CSS, tables and image (in several formats) support. 

• Advanced: PDAs or smartphones executing nearly complete, advanced mobile 
browsers or environments on which a content transformation proxy is available. 

• Desktop: Browsers running on non-mobile devices. In our consideration, this 
does not represent a mobile device environment. 

 
Geospatial Context. Location is defined not only in terms of geographic coordinates 
but also in terms of the kind of place where the user is located, this allow us to 
identify if the user is on an airport, beach, countryside, city place, etc. a useful 
information to improve web search. 

The user’s location is modeled in order to provide better web search results by 
taking into account the place where the user is located. Our system classifies these 
results according to the distance (i.e. walk, bicycle, car, etc.). 
 
Environmental Conditions. This represents the surrounding environment especially 
weather conditions, which can be obtained from other services over the Internet. This 
could be relevant on certain conditions, for example, if the user is searching for free 
time activities and the weather conditions are not recommended for outdoors, 
therefore the system should propose primary indoor activities. 

 
Date and Time. As simple as this kind of information is, it is also a meaningful 
component when dealing with context-awareness. This allows to our system to 
manage temporal concepts like seasons and timetables. For example, it could be less 
important a “snowboard” concept when in summer or concepts like cinema or theater 
at seven o’clock in the morning. 

3.1   Context Model ontologies and thesaurus 

Our Context Model is supported by ontologies and a thesaurus to represent the 
knowledge required for the system. Ontologies enable us to define abstractions of 
elements that we consider relevant to the definition of context. This definitions will be 
used for enhance the user search experience by means of the Context Model we have 
defined and the recommendation system. 

OWL9 is the language we have decided to use for the ontologies, essentially 
because of its extended use as an industry standard, besides the wide number of 
development tools. The SWRL10 language was used as a complement for the 
ontologies rule definition. We also use for the thesaurus SKOS11 as a RDF12 
vocabulary because it is a standard way to represent lattices of concepts. 

                                                           
9 Web Ontology Language W3 Consortium, http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/ 
10 SWRL W3 Consortium, http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/ 
11 SKOS W3 Consortium, http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/ 
12 RDF W3 Consortium, http://www.w3.org/RDF/ 
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For our Context Model, we have created four ontology vocabularies, which interact 
through the rules definitions with the thesaurus and therefore with the recommender 
system. We also import classes and properties from other public ontologies to 
complete classes’ definition required. 

The ontologies definition is divided in two parts, one for the domain classes 
definition, which is defined by the domain ontology and represents concepts closely 
related with concepts in the thesaurus. The other part is the delivery context 
definition, which is defined by the delivery context ontology, user profile and 
localization sub-ontologies. 

The semantic elements are included in the ontologies as follows: User Profile is 
included in the user profile ontology; Geospatial Context is included in the 
localization ontology; Device and Browser, Environmental Conditions and Date 
and Time are included in the delivery context ontology. 

Both parts of the ontologies are linked by the rules definition. These rules define 
the relation between classes, properties and individuals from the ontologies. 

Above of this, the thesaurus is related to the ontologies by the rules definitions, 
both to validate the relationship between thesaurus concepts and ontologies 
properties, and to identify if certain concept is suitable for actual context. This way, 
the recommender system will show at first place the context-suitable concepts to the 
user, if any (Figure 3). 

 
Fig. 3. Semantic Architecture for recommender system 

 
Thesaurus. As previously described, we use the SKOS vocabulary for the RDF 

definitions. Our thesaurus contains about 100 testing-purpose concepts, and near to 
200 relations between concepts. These concepts are introduced in both English and 
Spanish, and the framework is designed to support the addition of other languages 
easily. 

Our concept definitions allow to clarify ambiguities, like “León” the Spanish city 
or the animal. There are also different kinds of relations between concepts, like 
narrowed for a child concept, broader for a father concept and related for equivalent 
concepts (Figure 4). 
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Fig. 4. Example of a concept definition, with ontology concept link, broader and related 

elements 
 

User Profile Ontology. As mentioned previously, the User Profile ontology is 
based on the FOAF extension model. We add the Interest class with more specific 
properties to allow the management of user preferences, like the favorite pages often 
consulted by the user (Figure 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Example of the Interest class definition inside the user profile ontology 

 
Location Ontology. We have defined this ontology to manage geospatial 

information required to establish the delivery context. An important information that 
could be addressed on this ontology is the description of the spatial situation of the 
user (Figure 6). For instance, not only the street, city and country, but also if he is 
inside an airport or train station. 

By gathering this information, we can further exploit it to affect the 
recommendations that will be shown to the user. 

 
Fig. 6. Some example classes diagram of the localization ontology 
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Delivery Context Ontology. This ontology defines the complete user’s 
environment, and acts as entry point to the whole delivery context. It contains the two 
sub-ontologies previously described: User Profile and Localization ontologies. As the 
delivery context ontology, it is also designed to manage some other data which 
represents the device and user’s situation (Figure 7). 

There are classes and properties which describe the different device and browser 
complexity levels: Legacy, Under DDC, DDC, Over DDC, Advanced, Desktop. 

Besides time, date and season information, weather conditions are also considered 
in our ontology. This information could be valuable for the recommendation system, 
for example, museum will be a better recommendation on rainy days than outdoors 
activities, in the same manner, the system should not recommend going to the cinema 
at 8 o’clock in the morning. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Some example classes diagram of the delivery context ontology 

 
Domain Ontology. This ontology interacts closely with the thesaurus by means of 

the semantic rules defined. This ontology represents concept’s abstractions and 
relations (Figure 8). These concepts are related with thesaurus concepts, which in 
combination with rules definition and delivery context determinate the valid text to 
show on the recommendation interface. 

Moreover, the ontology determinates if a concept contains defined properties 
which are used to enhance the information featured in the screen device by the 
recommender system. For example, if the user when typing selects the word 
“restaurant”, the system will show options with the kind of restaurant, price ranges 
and restaurant’s category obtained from the ontology. 
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Fig. 8. Main classes’ structure diagram of the domain ontology 

 
Rules definition. A fundamental element to obtain the desired behavior in our 

system is the implemented rules. OWL Lite and OWL DL has expressiveness 
limitations and SWRL was proposed to enhance the rules on this semantic 
environment. For that reason, we have decided to use them in our system as the 
natural extension to OWL. 

Rules are defined to integrate the recommender system, the thesaurus and the 
proposed ontologies. These rules allow us to specify whether a certain concept is 
suitable or not in the current context, after determining if a relation is valid (if concept 
is suitable in context) then the recommender system will show it as a recommendation 
and once selected will show the related properties from the ontology. This relation 
can be described as following: 

concept(?c) ^ context(?t) ^ {conditions(?t)} 
→ isSuitableInContext(?c; ?t) . 

 
Where ?c is a concept that will be evaluated against the current context and 

conditions specify which conditions should the context satisfy for that concept to be 
suitable. The conditions term is a logical equation which represents the conditions that 
the delivery context must satisfy for that specific concept to be suitable in the context. 

3.2   Enhanced User Interface 

To complete the semantic information described, in this first approach, we have 
created an enhanced tab-based user interface. This allows the user to model his search 
query and modify some parameters. It is divided in three tabs: Search, Results and 
Context tabs. 

The Search tab contains an input box where user can type the search terms. While 
typing and based upon the words entered, the recommender system will show 
suggestions based on the thesaurus contents. Once one of the shown concepts is 
selected, the system provides some more options according to the ontology, to 
improve the quality of the gathered information. 
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Results tab shows all the search results classified upon distance and device 
readiness, leaving the user to choose the desired distance-readiness combination.  

Finally, the Context tab lets user to know the context attributes that system detects, 
let him to modify as required (Figure 9). 

 

 
Fig. 9. Ontology and Thesaurus supported user Interface screenshots 

4   Conclusions and Future Work 

We have realized that the increasing number of mobile users requires a new paradigm 
for web navigation and therefore web search. Mobile user’s needs are way different 
from those in a desktop scenario. 

Our proposed solution to this issue includes a semantic definition specifically 
designed for mobile devices; we have created an ontology and thesaurus-based 
Context Model to provide a foundation for personalization. Our Context Model in 
combination with the interface provides an autocompletion recommender and results 
classification, sensitive to the current context. 

With the user experience in mind, we have tested our system with some different 
kind of mobile devices obtaining good results. This will be a start point for our future 
work that will be focused to test and improve the Context Model and interface, taking 
special attention in the context definition and better user profiling. 
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